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‘Blistering blues rock romps, minor key blues and shuffles’….
Tinsley Ellis will be bringing his special brand of music to the
Pittsburgh Blues and Roots Fest, Cheswick, PA (July 30, 31)
Tinsley Ellis will take to the stage on Sunday, July 31 ….
and it is not a show to be missed!
Need to hear what else is being saying about Tinsley Ellis?
~Feral blues guitar...non-stop gigging has sharpened his six-string to a
razor’s edge...his eloquence dazzles...he achieves pyrotechnics that rival early
Jeff Beck and Eric Clapton.” --Rolling Stone
~One of modern blues’ greatest guitarists and performers.” ---Vintage Guitar
~Rugged, burning and riveting…. Tinsley Ellis is a powerful and commanding presence, both on
guitar and as a gruff, full-throated vocalist. It’s hard to overstate the raw power of his music. It’s
impossible to not enjoy the ride.” --Blues Music Magazine
This inquiring Blues fan who has seen many amazing Tinsley Ellis shows decided that a chat was in
order. It was music to my ears listening to the melodic timber of his voice once again as we spoke.
Jonnye: You started to play music at 8 years old. What was it that brought you to the Blues?
Tinsley Ellis: The first time that I heard any type of Bluesy music was during the British Invasion
while I was listening to the Rolling Stones, the Yardbirds and the Animals. There was something
about the excitement (for me) with all the bending of those guitar strings. The first time I saw BB King
was the first time that I saw real Blues.
Jonnye: You stated that you wanted to sound like something between BB King and Billy Gibbons.
How would you describe your sound?
Tinsley: That is a good description of two different blends of music. It is a combination of the rock
that I was born to play and the Blues that I love. Alligator describes it as guitar driven Blues rock. I
have to have guitar in the mix while I continually work to change the blend of those two genres.
Jonnye: What is it that you want to convey with your style of music?
Tinsley: I just want to take people away from their worldly problems and to deliver them to a place
that is not about politics, religion or anything controversial. I want them to forget about their troubles
during their time with me.
Jonnye: You have some very unique album titles… Ice Cream in Hell, Fire it Up, Fanning the Flames.
You are known to be a great song writer. How do you determine what to write about?
Tinsley: Some of those albums are named after songs on the albums. ‘Ice Cream in Hell’ has that
song on the album. The titles usually describe what is on the album. It is a process. Sometimes, it
comes easily and at other times, not so easily.
Jonnye: You had your own record label and worked on several other record labels. What made you
decide to go back to Alligator Records. What advantages do they offer you, the artist?
Tinsley: I have been on Alligator three different times now. The first time, I left to go with Capricorn
Records in Atlanta who also had the Allman Brothers and Government Mule recording there. I then
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went back to Alligator for a short time. I wanted to do an instrumental album and Alligator did not
want that. I ended up putting out four albums on my own. Recently, I went back to Alligator records
and have put out three albums. I intend to stay. They promote their artists better than the other
labels.
Jonnye: Over the last few years when the world was off kilter, you were at a gig far from home and
had to make that long drive back home. What did you discover about yourself during that time?
Tinsley: That was a long drive. I will never forget that day. It was March 15, 2020. We were half way
through a sixty-show tour. The shows were cancelling. It was the longest drive I have made …
Northern California to Atlanta. It was like a death march driving straight home instead of working our
way home. I honestly hope that I never have to do that drive again. I did learn that I could exist
without playing concerts. I had been on the road since the late 1970’s and have not spent that much
time without doing concerts. I used that time to write music and to play music… just not in front of
people. I like songwriting. I was working on some this morning. I find that my songwriting is more
creative in the morning. Of course, I play live in the evening. I like a mixture of both the band and the
solo. I do not think that I should do one without the other.
Jonnye: I have seen you leading a smoking band. I have experienced your solo work. I sat on the
recent Blues cruise and was among the many who were mesmerized by your solo offerings. Your
sound was intense! What is it about solo work that you like?
Tinsley: Playing solo is something that I had not done much of. Roger Nabor (Legendary Rhythm
and Blues Cruise) had asked me to do a solo acoustic set. I really enjoyed it. I went back again and did
a repeat on this last January cruise. We do some acoustic in every show to mix it up. Sometimes, I do
an acoustic show on my own now. I actually prefer to have a band with me.
Jonnye: As the story goes, you were 56 years old when you performed at the Crossroads 2 show in
Chicago (I, the Blues fan, was fortunate to be able to attend that gathering. What a show that was!!!!!)
It was a Howlin’ Wolf and Muddy Water’s Tribute. You sat in with the likes of James Cotton, Bob
Margolin, Kim Wilson, etc. The Blues ‘elders’ were calling you ‘Sonny Boy’ and ‘Whipper Snapper’.
What did you learn from that experience? What is it that you would tell the younger players these
days when they are working with the elder statesmen of the Blues?
Tinsley: It was great to be invited to the Blues Crossroads 2. They were celebrating the music of
Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf. There were people playing that day that actually had played and
recorded with those greats. I was the rock guy on the tour. I learned to better appreciate those that
came before me and their having created this special music, the Blues. I also learned to slow it down,
turn it down a little bit and to play more traditional Blues. It was an enjoyable experience. We need to
all pay tribute to those greats who took chances, created music and paved the way.
Jonnye: I usually ask Blues fans what they would want to ask a performer. Jeff Fetterman, a
musician, asked: What are the biggest obstacles for a musician trying to make it in the music business.
What is your advice to help those musicians increase their chances to be more recognized to make
music a career?
Tinsley: One of the hardest things is to get with a good record company. The other is to get with a
good booking agency. It is hard…. the booking agency wants you to have a good record label. The
record label wants you to have a good booking agency. All the planets have to align to get an agency
and record label. Without those, I would have not gotten anywhere. When I first signed with Alligator,
that was the turning point in my career.
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Jonnye: You will be joining the Blues family at the Pittsburgh Blues and Roots fest on July 31. Do
you have anything to say to Moondog (Ron Esser) and the Blues fans from the ‘Burgh?
Tinsley: We will be doing a lot of songs from our new ‘Devil May Care’ album as well songs from the
other albums. We also have a few surprises planned. We will also throw in a traditional Blues song
every now and then. We very much look forward to seeing our friends in the area, catching up with
Moondog and all of our friends from the Blues Society of Western PA. It is a good cause and I am
excited to be a part of it.
See you at the Pittsburgh Blues and Roots Fest. It’s going to be a smoking good time
with Tinsley Ellis on stage.
~Jonnye Weber
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So you want to be a band leader?
You see them on stage. The artists are bigger than life. They have our attention. We
receive our music fix. Did you ever actually wonder what it takes to manage a band as
the leader and the key performer?

Jack Sullivan

Once again, the Blues posse gathered on the Legendary Blues Cruise for another talk
to ponder the inner workings and thoughts of some our favorite
artists. Jack Sullivan from Blues Revue Magazine chaired that Blues

summit.
Those included at the ‘sit down’ were: Kevin Burt, Albert Castiglia, Kingish
Ingram, Victor Wainwright, JW Jones and Keesha Pratt. All have won many awards. All have met the
public with a smile and a kind word. All have learned many lessons as they have paved their way in
the music world… some were great experiences, some were not.
Kevin Burt once had visions of being a Canadian football star. However, an injury sidelined him and
made way for a career in music.
Albert Castiglia said that as a young guy, he would hide under his bed and listen to a Muddy Waters
record and then discovered John Lee Hooker. The Blues soon discovered him.
Kevin Burt said that after band rehearsals, booking, and all things music, he finally quit the band. His
wife said it was about time. He decided to go solo and soon realized that he was a singer without a
band behind him. Kevin bought a guitar, an amp, a mike and a harp. Out of necessity, he learned to
play guitar and added harp to accompany his songs.
Kingfish Ingram stated he had his start in church, singing gospel.
Victor Wainwright shared that his grandfather and his family helped create his interest in music and
encouraged him to cultivate his talent. The lesson that he soon learned when he started working in
bands was that he was a front man, not a side man. He learned that he wanted to be around people
who got along, were creative and had vision.
Albert Castiglia was working in the Welfare Department in Florida. After
watching Junior Wells and getting an offer to play in the Junior Wells
band… he quit his day job and became a Bluesman. Albert looked at the
audience and said…Change is good, right? The road to Chicago was soon
calling to him. Opportunities were waiting, or so he thought. It was a tough
scene with so many great Blues guitar players also looking for gigs. He looked, he listened, he learned.
After working a lot, Albert decided to write his own music. He chose to head back to Florida, saying
that it was the best move he had made. Albert added that he was fortunate to find a die-hard Floridian
fan base.
Kingfish chuckled saying that he was a Bass player that was pushed into being a lead player. He had
been reluctant but gave it a try. Lots of peer pressure was going on.
Keesha Pratt stated that she was a professional, classical singer in college.” She added that she was
making $3000 a week at eighteen years old while touring Europe. She explained that she was pushed
to the front because “she had a band leadership personality’. In her leadership role, she learned to
stand her ground when being bullied and pushed to be the leader that her band(s) needed.
5.
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JW Jones spoke up and said that his influences included: Jimmy Vaughn, Ronnie Earl
and Anson Funderburg. He was not into singing originally. He was ‘just’ a blues player
from Canada. He was afraid of singing. He hired singers that did not work out. He
soon found that he was a singer with no band. He found that a band needed a good
singer that could also lead the band. He was advised to ‘keep singing and keep
swinging’. History was made…as he won major accolades from the Blues Foundation.
Jack Sullivan (Blues Music Magazine) asked the group …. What new skills did they
have to develop as a band leader?
Kevin Burt said that he had to learn the business, making the money talks compatible with his needs
to survive and thrive. In a band, a band can thrive faster if the leader delegates the marketing tasks.
Working alone as a solo, Kevin said that marketing was the key to his livelihood.
Albert had a background in conflict resolution as a Welfare worker in his former life. A band on the
road has conflict daily, whether out right or subtle. He stated that his sense of diplomacy helped him
to work through many trials and errors.
Victor said that he found it essential to his wellbeing and the success of the band to give his band
members credit.
Keesha added that you never know when you will be by yourself. It is a dog-eat-dog world and the
leader must learn the industry and ‘not baby yourself’.
JW Jones said that it is wise to hire help to move your band to the front. However, with no money at
times, you have to teach yourself. He suggested to sign up for computer classes and to go to
marketing/business classes, if and when needed to help promote your product. These days, he added,
that he wisely uses his time on the computer to move his band ahead. It is a time consuming process
and limits his time working on his music.
As a young musician, Kingfish said that he soon realized that it did not hurt to ask for
help in learning the responsibilities surrounding the band leader role. Kingfish
admitted that he had to learn to be social and not to just hide behind his guitar.
Kevin Burt declared that as a solo artist he realized that he had to learn to work as a
team. His wife has been his biggest cheerleader but also breathes air into his operation.
He praised her for being the superpower that keeps him on track and makes the bookings make sense.
He has found that it is hard to trust someone who has your best interests ahead of theirs. I needed
someone to concentrate on the business while I concentrated on improving my music. Being with
people that you trust enables one to move in bigger directions.
Adding to the mix, Victor said that you need to delegate to the team to move forward: producer, agent,
manager, publicist, etc. One has to pay attention to all the details and not solely to his own wishes. He
is thankful that he has people who believe in him.
Albert found that he had to delegate to focus on the core of his music. His music has stayed the same
but his vision has changed as agents have taken chances on him and his product. He praised Gulf
Coast Records (Mike Zito) and his wife for being his catalysts. Both are his family and have his best
interests in mind. Their support gives him soul, making him less of a music producing machine.
The host, Jack Sullivan, then asked…what is your representation to music?

6.
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Keesha stated that she brings music to life on stage to give the attendees something to take home with
them. Keesha added that she is determined to create a ‘social experience’.
JW Jones expressed that his desire is to emulate the old Blues players that have paved the way for the
younger player. I try to learn what they did. I pay respect to players who created the music. The long
riffs that BB King and Albert Collins gave…I owe the audience music from the past but feel it
necessary to infuse it with something original when playing the Blues.
Kingfish was emphatic when saying that a player has to be original and not to dupe the audience. He
added that he has to be himself but has to pay respect to those before him. His mission is to blend the
past with the present and the future.
Keven Burt claimed that he was just a Blues guy from Iowa. One learns to soak up what you see and
feel in your neighborhood. You have to expose the audience to the greats and figure out a way to make
your music familiar but different to that same audience. He added in a very serious tone, ‘You never
want to be the next something. Be yourself. I am a singer that plays well. I can sing but how many
tunes can I play?’ I have to be true to myself and to my audience.
Albert Castiglia stated that the Blues musicians are servants to music. He shared some life truisms
impressed on him during his time with that musical great, Junior Wells: ‘Keep your mouth shut and
your ears open’. Albert added that you have to learn as much as you can. You have to keep the music
alive, learn from everyone. Do your job. How the music comes out is not important…it is your honesty
to yourself and the music that counts. Albert quietly added that he now feels that he is responsible for
keeping the music moving on.
The group was asked how their goals have changed from first becoming a band leader to now.
Victor spoke about the importance of Blues history; its chords and its notes. Blues is a family. People,
in reality, make up a church … not its walls. One needs to deliver from heavy emotion, pain and what
is happening in the world around them. Victor stated that he is now honing in on listening and
learning from his feelings and innovations. He now approaches the music with an insatiable curiosity
and joy.
Kingfish noted that he started his musical journey when he was very young. He has drastically
changed his outlook from when he first began. At first, he did not think about being authentic and the
impression that he was delivering. Kingfish earnestly added that he now plays from what he is feeling.
When young, he did not understand that concept about the Blues. Now, he tells his story about his
journey, remaining true and original.
JW Jones stated that his goals have changed since becoming the 2020 Blues Challenge winner. He
had lost his momentum from that win due to covid. He now uses social media to gauge what the
audience is saying and what they want. He addressed the many issues of advertising on Facebook and
its many costs but…it is a necessary tool. He has learned to invite people to join his mailing list to
update his playing schedule and to rebuild his platform.
Keesha Pratt, smiling that big smile of hers, said that she used to dream about music. Now, she is
living the dream. Keesha was adamant that her music is now a statement and she has a mission. Her
desire is to be more authentic as an entertainer, giving the audience what they desire in a Soul/Blues
artist.
Thank you, Jack Sullivan, for bringing this group together. ~Jonnye Weber

7.
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I Got Love
Albert Castiglia
I started following Albert Castiglia around the time of the first Franklin Blues
and Barbecue Festival in 2015. My wife and I were in Key West and had
finished a couple mojitos at Willie G’s on Duval Street. We decided to stroll on
over to the famous Green Parrot Bar, knowing their reputation for live
music. The guitar shredding and growling vocals that we heard coming from the bar was
incredible. Not being familiar with the blues scene in southern Florida, I had not heard of Albert until
seeing his name on the calendar of the Parrot that night. His live energetic performance was
captivating, and I’ve been a fan ever since. In fact, I made sure to catch both of his sets the next night!
Following his 2020 BMA Blues Rock Album of the Year “Masterpiece”, I was hoping that his latest
release “I Got Love” would continue to capture his emotions, energy, drive. It does not disappoint,
identifying with the highs, lows, and uncertainty that the COVID years had for many
musicians. Albert refers to this timeframe as the “Great Depression for musicians”.
The title track kicks off the album with a loud, in your face song that does a great job of capturing his
energy and rocking guitar style, getting you off your seat. “Don’t Pray with The Devil” brings a bit of
funk to the album, while advising to not give into the dark temptations during difficult
times. “Burning Bridges” evaluates relationships in one’s life and cuts the list, ridding it of those
relationships that have negative impacts. The next track “Sanctuary” mellows the album out a bit,
letting listeners know how his wife has grounded him and keeps him safe from the blows that are
dealt in life. “Double Down” turns the funk back up while calling out lies to support lies, obviously
indicative of everything we have all witnessed regularly over the past several years. A fun and
traditional blues song featuring wailing slide skills and some great honky tonk piano riffs follows with
“Long Haul Daddy”. “What’s Wrong with You” dares ask that question to the woman that is never
satisfied, no matter what you do! Bold, yes, but not as bold as the guitar solos throughout the
track. The only non-original song on the album is Melvin Taylor’s “Depression Blues”. This song is
another that has a funky rhythm overlaid with some amazing guitar shreds. The guitar solos on this
song are probably my favorites on the album, truly capturing Albert’s finger skills on the
frets. “Freedom Land” showcases Castiglia’s gruff-sounding vocals and growl throughout. The lyrics
reflect the struggles that many have in our country, addressing the negative impacts felt by the most
(but definitely not all) from the pandemic, as well as. how laws seem to be rewritten for the special
few. Next is “You Don’t Know Hell”. Lyrically, it emphasized past struggles and comparing those to
life’s challenges over recent events: “If you think this is bad, you don’t know hell”! The final track on
the album is “Take My Name Out of Your Mouth”. Again, with a true, slower bluesy feel and some
great slide work, the song has a lot of attitude surrounding people talking about you. That attitude,
coupled with the traditional Chicago blues feel, moves it towards the top of my list of favorites on the
album. It sends a strong message both lyrically and vocally, with even more huge guitar solos.
I have recommended this album to many friends that are blues rock fans. And I don’t hesitate to
recommend it to all of you. It captures the drive and energy that I first experienced in seeing him
perform live. ~Jeff Hufnagel
8.
The BSWPA is need of new or gently used musical items and equipment. Many talented children are
in need. Be a part of the Pitch program (Putting Instruments in the Children’s Hands). Contact: bswpa.org
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Homebrews 'n Blues Cooper’s Lake Campground, Slippery Rock, PA
Come join us for delicious brews and amazing blues music at
Cooper's Lake first annual Home Brews 'n Blues Festival being
held October 7-9, 2022!
*We kick off the event Friday with local breweries on-site
serving up tasty libations while you enjoy incredible blues music
from area musicians!
* Do not worry about the weather…we will move into spacious
event tents if needed!!!
*The event doesn't stop there! A home brew competition will happen Saturday! Homebrewers are
welcome to brew on site and enter their homebrews in the contest! Attendees can taste to your hearts
content (responsibly, of course) and participate in some beer game shenanigans! We will wrap up the
evening with even more live blues music.
*Camping is available for this event with a weekend or Saturday pass. If you purchase a weekend pass,
you are able to reserve your campsite now. If you purchase a Saturday pass, you can pick your campsite
when you arrive on site. You ticket price includes a campsite if you are into camping. So, grab your crew
and head to the lake! Campers may also be rented and placed on your campsite. Contact Cooper’s Lake.
***For more information on tickets, camping or to register as a brewer, visit

www.cooperslake.com. Questions? Send us an email: info@cooperslake.com
Friday: 7 pm – 11:45 pm: Billy the Kid & the Regulators, Charlie Barath Band & Friends,
Blues Attack
Saturday: 1 pm-11:30 pm: The Grubbs, The Blues Drivers, The Stevee Wellons Band,
The Gordon James Band, Lori Russo & the Uppercuts, The Jeff Fetterman Band, Bail
Jumpers
Sunday Brunch: 11 am – 1:oo pm. Miss Freddye’s Home Cookin’ Trio - Music free on
Sunday. Brunch available for purchase.
Rooming Options: 10 minutes away…
Hampton Inn & Suites Grove City, PA: $149 (per room, per night, plus 11% tax). Free breakfast,
heated indoor pool/hot tub, microwave and mini refrigerator in all rooms. Free Shuttle Service within
10 miles. Call Direct: 724-748-5744. Ask for the "Coopers Homebrews 'n Blues Contract"Easy
Booking Link: Coopers Homebrews 'n Blues Contract Room Block-Hampton Inn & Suites Grove
City, PA
Candlewood Suites Grove City, PA: $139 (per room, per night, plus 11% tax). Extended stay hotel
with a full kitchen in every room. Weekly housekeeping. Pet friendly. No breakfast. Free Shuttle
Service within 10 miles.
Call Direct: 724-748-6900. Ask for the "Coopers Homebrews 'n Blues Contract "Easy Booking
Link: Coopers Homebrews 'n Blues Contract Room Block- Candlewood Suites Grove City, PA
·

Hosted by: Cooper’s Lake Campground, Butler Area Society of Homebrewers
and the Blues Society of Western PA

9.
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Whole Nother World
Patti Parks
Booga Music/VizzTone Records Recording Artist Patti Parks has found a
way to match her love for blues with her life’s most meaningful work – one
of the best examples of the well-worn cliché that music is a healing force.
She is the embodiment of it." —Making a Scene, album review by Jim Hynes
Patti Park’s new record, “Whole Nother World,” was produced in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana by Grammy nominated American Bluesman Kenny Neal for his Booga Music label – Neal
also performs on all the tracks. Patti’s stunning, sensual and warm voice soars over tracks where
blues, Memphis Soul, and Funky Blues prevail. “Whole Nother World” has climbed Blues Radio
Charts worldwide, including SiriusXM Radio, and received glowing reviews in major publications. In
addition to being a touring musician, Patti is also a working nurse and the creator of the “Nurs’n
Blues” education program, which she developed to help high-risk youth at drug rehab centers. As a
nurse who cares for vets every day, she feels the pain of others and stays true to herself by making
healing music.
Patti is a survivor who has lived through her own tragedies and came out the other side because of the
healing power of the blues. “Parks’ reputation as a riveting live performer has already earned her
considerable acclaim” — Jeff Miers, Buffalo News. Patti shares her life experiences through the
lyrics and profoundly connects with everyone who hears her message. As a creative person, she is
willing to explore the full range of the blues genre and beyond. Songs on her album include blues
tinged with R&B, soulful ballads evoking sadness and joy, and danceable, upbeat jump blues.
Recently appearing on SiriusXM Bluesville, her collaboration with Kenny Neal and the musicians on
the recording has opened other worlds for her and her audience. Patti's riveting performances pay
homage to the blues women of the past and take the music to a soulful place. Every show is a good
time, where fans enjoy dancing and feeling something profound.
www.thepattiparksband.com_________________________________________________
Blues trivia: Even though no Blues recordings had yet been made, the year 1915 was a huge one for
the Blues. No fewer than eight substantial modern Bluesmen were born that year. Can you name
them?
Blues trivia answer:
*Muddy Waters, one of the most significant and best loved bluesmen of all time.
*Willie Dixon, often regarded as the genre’s most prolific and important songwriter.
*David “Honeyboy Edwards” who hoboed around with the best of the Blues.
*Robert Lockwood, Jr, who learned directly from Robert Johnson and was one of the first electric
guitarists.
*Johnny Shine, an energetic slide guitarist, singer, songwriter, storyteller who also palled around
with Robert Johnson.
*Memphis Slim, a piano giant with an incredible recorded output who turned his back on American
racism and went to live in Paris.
*Brownie McGhee, the ultimate guitar- playing Piedmont Bluesman, who gained huge popularity with
his longtime partner Sonny Terry.
* Wynonie Harris, a jumpy blues and R&B shouter who turned suggestive lyrics into big hits in the
late forties.
~Cary Wolfson
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So Far
Bob Margolin and Bob Corritore
Longtime friends and heroes in the Blues World, Bob Margolin and Bob Corritore
collaborate on an acoustic duo album for the first time. Special guest guitaristvocalist Jimmy Vivino graces two songs. Bob Margolin wrote the seven new
songs and Bob Corritore marches on original instrumental. They also cover some
of their favorite songs. Bob Margolin’s 1935 acoustic guitar and Bob Corritore’ s un-amped harp reveal
personal, intimate performances informed by decades of friendship and gigs together.
It started when Bob Corritore saw Bob Margolin playing in Muddy’s Waters’ band at his high school
in 1974. Now they are, “So Far”.
https://www.bobmargolin.com https://bobcorritore.com

Blues Called My Name
Anthony Geraci
The latest release from Anthony Geraci is titled Blues Called My Name and
from what I'm hearing, it should easily raise the number of times Anthony's
been nominated for a Blues Music Award from fifteen to sixteen or more, and it
could very well add one or more trophies to the one he's already got.
Surrounding himself with a supporting cast of monsters of the genre, Anthony Geraci - on piano,
Hammond organ and vocals - is joined by: Sugar Ray Norcia on vocals; Charlie O'Neal, Monster Mike
Welch, Walter Trout and Barrett Anderson on guitar; Paul Loranger and Chris Rathbun on acoustic
bass; Jeff Armstrong on drums and percussion; Erika Van Pelt on vocals; John Vanderpool on tenor
sax; and Anne Harris on violin. Blues Called My Name contains ten of Anthony's self-produced
originals of which five are instrumentals.
The disc opens with a smoker about a vehicle that will ultimately carry Anthony home - "That Old
Pine Box". Let's all hope whenever it does pull into his driveway, the model of that vehicle is a 2044
or later. That said, whenever it does arrive. Anthony appears to be prepared, according to him it will
be driven by angels 'cause he's already on a stairway to heaven.
The title track, "The Blues Called My Name" has song of the year written all over it. It's old school,
slow blues at its absolute finest, being done by some of the genres finest. Knowing his tenure and how
many greats he's played with over the decades, right now, Anthony is at the top of his game on the
keyboards. Vocally, there aren't many that can touch Sugar Ray on these types of songs and surely the
same could be rightfully said for Monster Mike on guitar. It's no wonder why when they all played
together, the Bluetones were a constant force to be reckoned with. The first of the disc’s five
instrumentals is titled "About Last Night". Since there are no lyrics, I'm not exactly sure what last
night was about, but it's Latin Jazz vibe has me thinking some cha-cha, rumba and/or salsa dancing
were involved. It features brilliant Hammond organ work by Anthony; dazzling guitar leads by
Charlie; lively rhythm led by the outstanding percussion work of Jeff. Definitely different from
anything I've heard Anthony do but nonetheless, very interesting and very well done.
11.
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Some of the most notable intersections I've stood at were Haight & Ashbury in San Francisco; ThirtyThird & Third in Manhattan; Hollywood & Vine in Los Angeles and, of course and Highway 49 & 61 in
Clarksdale. On the other hand, one that I hope I never find myself at is the "Corner of Heartache &
Pain". Lyrically, it describes a place I never want to be a part of yet musically. It's something I always
enjoy: a slow bluesy ballad being sung by a female vocalist with a strong and sultry voice - enter Erika
Van Pelt; slow, and in this case, organ led rhythm; extended piano leads with most of it being at the
high end of the keyboard; and scorching blues guitar licks. If you're wondering what might make
Anthony say, "I Go O Oh" (actually, it's o oooh o ooooh ooooo), among other things, one is making
love in the afternoon until it's time to go. Being the only track on which he sings, Anthony does quite
an admirable job. With Anthony flailing away at the keys; John wailing away on the sax; and Paul and
Jeff at disc's best on its most profound rhythm; this is by far the hottest track musically.
I know this is his album and not hers, but Anthony added Anne Harris to the ensemble for a reason
and since it's her only appearance, I can't help but focus on her. With Anthony, Paul and Jeff putting
out such an exotic danceable rhythm - which is actually highlighted by Anne's own violin playing - I
just can't get the picture of her rubber band like body making those attention commanding
gyrations. Anyone who has seen her knows exactly what I'm talking about.
Many years ago, while walking down a street that was off the beaten path in the French Quarter of
New Orleans, I was drawn into a joint by the sound of a piano that could be heard from the street. It
was midday and the dozen or so of us that were in the place were treated to a most memorable and
magnificent performance by none other than the late, great Al Broussard. "Song For The Planet", the
disc's closing track featuring just Anthony and a piano, very much reminded me of that day.
Other tracks on Blues Called My Name include two more instrumentals: "Boston Stomp" and
"Into The Night" which, because of Walter Trout, features some of the disc's best blues guitar leads;
and "I Ain't Gonna Ask", again featuring Sugar Ray on the vocals. www.anthonygeraciblue.com
~The Blues Is My Passion And Therapy"-Peter "Blewzzman" Lauro, Blues Editor @
www.Mary4Music.com 2011 "Keeping The Blues Alive" Award Recipient
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BBQ and Blues
Saturday, September 10, noon – 9:00 pm
Hopewell Township Community Park
2500 Laird Drive, Aliquippa, PA 15001
Amateur grillers will compete for cash prizes.
The Blues lineup:

Dan Bubien & the Delta Struts, Jukehouse Bombers, The
Matt Barranti Band, Pierce Dipner & Shades of Blues,
Bobby Thompson and the Groove, Blues Attack
No Cover – Open to the public
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A Week of Living and Breathing Chicago Blues!
After a two year pause due to the Covid pandemic, the Chicago Blues Network,
Blues Bootcamp, returned for the fourth time to Roosevelt University in
Downtown Chicago.
(https://chicagobluesnetwork.com/). Roosevelt, located in the heart of
Chicago, sits between South Michigan Avenue and Wabash Street, just two
blocks from the famous Buddy Guys Legends Blues Club.
The bootcamp is a one-of-a-kind opportunity for aspiring blues loving
musicians to study blues guitar, bass, or harp from some of the today’s best professional blues
musicians (women and men) on the planet. All the instructors learned, performed, recorded with, and
were mentored by an impressive list of Chicago blues legends including Muddy Waters, Junior Wells,
Otis Rush, and many others. (See List of Instructors and their credentials below).
In addition to students from the United States several international attendees
traveled from as far away as London, Brazil, and Australia to attend. Typically, all
the participants at the bootcamp are adults, however an exception was made this
year to allow an advanced 13-year-old blues guitarist from Colorado to participate.
Proving once again the blues is alive with younger generations.
Bob Stroger

The Bootcamp runs from the first Sunday in June through Thursday ending as the annual Chicago
Blues Festival kicks off. Participants in the Bootcamp have the option to remain in their dorm at
Roosevelt University through the weekend to enjoy the festival.
For four days students were immersed in blues music studies, working on a wide range of Chicago
Blues classics, including a 16-song performance set list. The list included Blow Wind Blow and Got
My Mojo Working (Muddy Waters), Killing Floor and Smoke Stack Lightning (Howlin Wolf), Just a
Little Bit (Magic Sam), Bright Lights Big City and Big Boss Man (Jimmy Reed), Dust My Broom
(Elmore James), Stormy Monday (T-Bone Walker), All Your Love I Miss Lovin’ (Otis Rush), My Babe
(Little Walter), Key to the Highway (Big Bill Broonzy), That’s All Right (Jimmy Rodgers), Let Me Love
You Baby (Buddy Guy), Messin’ with The Kid (Junior Wells) and Help Me (Sonny Boy Williamson).
The original classics can be listened to at https://chicagobluesnetwork.com/set-list/,
A typical day included attending four hours of morning and afternoon classroom instructional
sessions followed by a three-hour jam session complete with professional blues drummer Marty
Binder keeping the beat. For those interested in hitting the town or enjoying an adult beverage at the
end of a long day, nightly trips to some of Chicago’s finest blues clubs followed the jam sessions. Each
day after lunch, The Chicago Blues Network brought in top industry speakers such as Julia Miller,
President and CEO of Delmark Records; Elbio Barilari. Vice President and Artistic Director of
Delmark Records; blues recording artist John Primer and blues record producer,
journalist, and historian Dick Shurman.
The grand finale and pinnacle moment of the bootcamp was Thursday evening, when
four student bands took to the stage for a live performance at the legendary Chicago
john Primer
blues club, Rosa’s Lounge. Rosa’s sound and video engineers captured the concert on
the club’s live stream cameras while Peter Hurley from Living Blues Magazine
photographed the event for a story in the July 2022 issue.
14.
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One final note, for blues musicians unable to attend the in-person event or for attendees that still
want more, the Chicago Blues Network offers “At Home Chicago Blues”, live weekly zoom blues
lessons from several of the Bootcamp instructors. In fact, Western Pennsylvania blues legend Jimmy
Adler has been a guest instructor on several sessions
over the past two years.
The Bootcamp instructors include:
GUITAR:
• Dave Specter – Music director of the Chicago Blues Bootcamp and current Delmark recording artist.
Dave has performed or recorded with Son Seals, Hubert Sumlin, Sam Lay, Buddy Guy, Jimmy
Rodgers, Otis Rush, Junior Wells, Magic Slim, Ronnie Earl, Lonnie Brooks and John
Primer.
• Billy Flynn – Since 1975 has performed and recorded with blues greats Jimmy
Dawkins, Luther Allison, Mighty Joe Young, Sunnyland Slim, Pinetop Perkins, Wily
Smith, Calvin Jones, Kim Wilson, and Otis Rush.
Johnny Burgin

• Johnny Burgin – Current Delmark recording artist, former member of the Tail Draggers Band, has
toured and recorded with Sam Lay, Billy Boy Arnold, and Pinetop Perkins.
• Joanna Connor– Has recorded albums on Blind Pig records, M.C
Records and in 2021 on Joe Bonamassa’s (KTBA) (Keeping the Blues
Alive) label. Performed with James Cotton, Junior Wells and Dion Payton. Joanna
currently performs several nights a week at the Kingston Mines Blues Club in Chicago.
Joanna Conno1

BASS:
• Bob Stroger. age 91, Chicago Blues legend and current Delmark recording artist. Bob has performed
with Otis Rush, Jimmy Rodgers, Eddie Taylor, Eddy Clearwater, Sunnyland Slim, Louisiana Red,
Homesick James and Snooky Pryor. (Bob Stroger was honored at the 2022 Chicago Blues Fest)
• Harlan Terson– Has been playing on the Chicago Blues circuit since the 1970s. Harlan has
performed and/or recorded with Lonnie Brooks, Bo Diddley, Magic Slim, Otis Rush, and Albert
Collins.
HARP:
• Billy Branch – was discovered by Willie Dixon in 1969. Billy has played or recorded with Lurrie Bell,
Keb Mo, Johnny Winter, Lou Rawls, Koko Taylor, Ronnie Baker Brooks, and Taj Mahal.
DRUMS:
• Marty Binder – has been playing drums, touring, and recording Chicago Blues for over 30 years.
Marty has played with Buddy, Junior Wells and Albert Collins.
~Submitted by: Erik Zettelmayer, BSWPA Board Member
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December 31, 2022
Doubletree Hilton, Moon Township, PA
Who’s coming to this year’s fab party????
Miss Freddye’s Homecookin Band
…known far and wide and always
delivers a great show!

Mark your calendars for the ‘smoking-est party
of the year’!!
The party ticket includes: Dinner, libations,
midnight buffet…and amazing music.
The Doubletriee Hilton, Moon Township, has a
‘Blues rate’ available for rooming options.
DETAILS SOON! Bswpa.org

The Nick Moss Band with Dennis Gruenling
Nick Moss- described as a 30-year veteran of Chicago
Blues with a ‘take no prisoners’ rough and tumble
West side/ South side blues style. Dennis Gruenlinggets standing ovations for his sizzling, energetic harp
work. Together…they are a powerhouse of Blues
backed by a superb band! You will be on your feet
and dancing the night away!!!
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